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Erotic Spa
This contemporary erotic romance anthology is a compilation of my popular Ecstasy Spa
series. All of the stories contained in this anthology are a M/F pairing. This anthology includes:
Quick Fix, Aromatherapy, Rub Down Quick Fix Dumped by her boyfriend and down on her
luck, Annabelle accepts her best friend's gift and goes to the Ecstasy Spa for an afternoon of
erotic escape. She expects the sex to be mechanical and the staff to be more brawn than
brains. She couldn't be more mistaken. Instead of cold and clinical, Seth is everything she has
ever wanted in a man. Smart and sexy, it's easy to see why he is the most requested staff
member at the spa. Together they embark on a mind-blowing sexual journey of self-discovery
that takes them both to heights neither thought possible. As physical attraction turns into
something deeper, Annabelle wonders if she should risk going against spa policy to see if the
“quick fix” she ordered can be changed into something more permanent. Aromatherapy When
Ian shows up at the Ecstasy Spa to take his new girlfriend out for her birthday, he learns that
she has been selling more than massages to pay her rent. At first he's enraged, then he's
intrigued. What does she do with those men and her little bottles of scented oils? Would she do
the same for him? Could he convince her to do those things for him exclusively? Rub Down
Jake longs to turn his friends-with-benefits relationship with Roxanne into something deeper.
As coworkers at the Ecstasy Spa, he knows that it's against their contracts to be caught dating
each other. Roxie seems content with keeping things the way they are, but he dreams of one
day taking her hand and leaving the promiscuity and madness of the spa behind. Until then, he
takes his frustrations out in his paintings, a secret hobby he has enjoyed since he was a kid.
Then one day someone buys one of his oils and commissions him for some more. Suddenly
the dream of walking away is a reality. Now if only he can convince the flirty and fun Roxie to
leave everything she has ever known and run away with him…
Health, Tourism and Hospitality: Spas, Wellness and Medical Travel, 2nd Edition takes an indepth and comprehensive look at the growing health, wellness and medical tourism sectors in
a global context. The book analyses the history and development of the industries, the way in
which they are managed and organised, the expanding range of new and innovative products
and trends, and the marketing of destinations, products and services. The only book to offer a
complete overview and introduction to health, tourism and hospitality this 2nd Edition has been
updated to include: • Expanded coverage to the hospitality sector with a particular focus on
spa management. • New content on medical tourism throughout the book, to reflect the
worldwide growth in medical travel with more and more countries entering this competitive
market. • Updated content to reflect recent issues and trends including: ageing population,
governments encouraging preventative health, consumer use of contemporary and alternative
therapies, self-help market, impacts of economic recession, spa management and customer
loyalty. • New case studies taken from a range of different countries and contexts, and
focusing on established or new destinations, products and services such as: conventional
medicine, complementary and alternative therapies, lifestyle-based wellness, beauty and
cosmetics, healthy nutrition, longevity and anti (or active)-ageing, amongst others. Written in a
user friendly style, this is essential reading for students studying health, tourism and hospitality.
This edited collection aims at highlighting the various uses of water in sixteenth, seventeenth,
and eighteenth-century England, while exploring the tensions between those who praised the
curative virtues of waters and those who rejected them for their supposedly harmful effects.
Divided into three balanced sections, the collection includes contributions from renowned
specialists of early modern culture and literature as well as rising young scholars as it seeks to
establish a dialogue between different methodologies, and explain why the spa-related issues
examined still resonate in todays society. Sophie Chiari is Professor of English Literature at the
Universite Clermont Auvergne, France, specializing in ecocritical studies. Previous publications
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include Shakespeares Representation of Weather, Climate and Environment (2019). She is
currently working on Shakespeares Environment: A Dictionary (2021). Samuel CuisinierDelorme is a lecturer at the Universite Clermont Auvergne where his research focuses on
English Literature from the 16th _18th centuries. Samuel lives and works in Vichy, where he is
developing research projects on waters and balneology. He is currently planning a seminar on
spa literature and is also working on a forthcoming book in French on the same topic, Regards
sur le thermalisme europeen du Moyen Age au XIXe siecle (2021).
After a long & hard day of training future recruits, (underlings) in TKD, Joselyn needed a good
long rest in the dojo's spa. craved the private time to be alone with her thoughts and fingers...
little did she know, one of her Underlings had something else hard and long in store for her that
night, something she would be more than willing to bear all for.
Enjoy the bestselling women's erotica series — now 50% off. Book 26: The Spa When Jade’s
best friend invites her to a private women’s spa, she gets more than they bargained for.
Starting with a relaxing couples massage, the two girls are shocked when they’re greeted by
two nude masseuses. But it’s not until they get to the rooftop pool that they realize this spa is
much more than a typical rejuvenation center. With beautiful naked women parading in and out
of the water, it’s a feast for their eyes... Book 27: Parlor Games When Jade receives a
titillating invitation to a special party at her friend Madison’s place, her interest is piqued. But
it’s not until she arrives at her house and is told to strip while Madison places a blindfold
around her eyes, that she begins to understand what’s in store. Jade enters the parlor room
and is placed in a circle of chairs amongst a crowd of strangers. As Madison introduces the
guests one at a time to her choice of partner, the couples explore each other’s bodies not
knowing if they’ll be paired with a man or a woman... Book 28: The Exchange Student When
Jade decides to host a foreign exchange student during her final semester of high school,
she's shocked when the girl arrives at her home. Recently turned eighteen, Luna is smart,
mature beyond her years, and drop-dead gorgeous. While Luna settles into her studies at her
new school, the two women find themselves growing increasingly attracted to one another.
When they begin sharing nude hot tub baths together, the sexual chemistry between them
threatens to boil over. But it’s not until Jade comes home early one day and catches Luna
playing with her sex toys, that things really begin to get interesting... Book 29: The Hostel
When Jade decides to stay at a hostel on her tour of Europe, she’s surprised to discover how
small the sleeping quarters are. When she heads up to the communal terrace at her first stop
in Rome, she meets five beautiful strangers from all around the world. As the travelers begin to
share their experiences and get to know one another, Jade finds herself attracted to a pretty
brunette from Brazil. Later that night, in the darkness of their shared dorm room, the two
women pleasure themselves in their separate beds while they listen to each other separated
only inches apart. As the sexual tension within the group begins to ramp up and it becomes
obvious they’re sharing beds at night, they decide to make a game of it. Each day, after
they’ve finished exploring the city together, they draw lots not knowing who they’ll be paired
up with... Book 30: The Harem When Jade travels to Marrakesh for a North African vacation,
she’s captivated by the sights and sounds of the bustling metropolis. But when a handsome
and mysterious sheik invites her to join him on his desert caravan, she hesitates deciding to
accept his offer. The next day, she takes a camel ride out to his encampment and is
mesmerized by the serene beauty of the Sahara landscape. But when they reach his camp
and Amir introduces her to his stable of young and pretty wives, her thoughts suddenly turn to
a different form of entertainment... Keywords: lesbian erotica, lesbian fiction, lesbian erotic
fiction, lesbian erotic romance, lesbian erotica series, bisexual erotica, ff, voyeur, girl on girl,
erotica anthology, erotica collection, erotica compilation
Enjoy the bestselling women's erotica series - now 50% off. Book 26: The Spa When Jade's
best friend invites her to a private women's spa, she gets more than they bargained for.
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Starting with a relaxing couples massage, the two girls are shocked when they're greeted by
two nude masseuses. But it's not until they get to the rooftop pool that they realize this spa is
much more than a typical rejuvenation center. With beautiful naked women parading in and out
of the water, it's a feast for their eyes... Book 27: Parlor Games When Jade receives a titillating
invitation to a special party at her friend Madison's place, her interest is piqued. But it's not until
she arrives at her house and is told to strip while Madison places a blindfold around her eyes,
that she begins to understand what's in store. Jade enters the parlor room and is placed in a
circle of chairs amongst a crowd of strangers. As Madison introduces the guests one at a time
to her choice of partner, the couples explore each other's bodies not knowing if they'll be
paired with a man or a woman... Book 28: The Exchange Student When Jade decides to host
a foreign exchange student during her final semester of high school, she's shocked when the
girl arrives at her home. Recently turned eighteen, Luna is smart, mature beyond her years,
and drop-dead gorgeous. While Luna settles into her studies at her new school, the two
women find themselves growing increasingly attracted to one another. When they begin
sharing nude hot tub baths together, the sexual chemistry between them threatens to boil over.
But it's not until Jade comes home early one day and catches Luna playing with her sex toys,
that things really begin to get interesting... Book 29: The Hostel When Jade decides to stay at
a hostel on her tour of Europe, she's surprised to discover how small the sleeping quarters are.
When she heads up to the communal terrace at her first stop in Rome, she meets five beautiful
strangers from all around the world. As the travelers begin to share their experiences and get
to know one another, Jade finds herself attracted to a pretty brunette from Brazil. Later that
night, in the darkness of their shared dorm room, the two women pleasure themselves in their
separate beds while they listen to each other separated only inches apart. As the sexual
tension within the group begins to ramp up and it becomes obvious they're sharing beds at
night, they decide to make a game of it. Each day, after they've finished exploring the city
together, they draw lots not knowing who they'll be paired up with... Book 30: The Harem When
Jade travels to Marrakesh for a North African vacation, she's captivated by the sights and
sounds of the bustling metropolis. But when a handsome and mysterious sheik invites her to
join him on his desert caravan, she hesitates deciding to accept his offer. The next day, she
takes a camel ride out to his encampment and is mesmerized by the serene beauty of the
Sahara landscape. But when they reach his camp and Amir introduces her to his stable of
young and pretty wives, her thoughts suddenly turn to a different form of entertainment...
While the COVID-19 pandemic overshadowed all else and would quickly have a lasting impact
on our daily lives, other events related to the radical right in 2020 soon surfaced. From terrorist
attacks in Germany and India to anti-mask protests across the U.S. and Europe, radical right
violence escalated in the midst of circulating conspiracy theories and disinformation. The
yearbook draws upon insightful analyses from an international network of scholars,
policymakers, and practitioners who explore the dynamics and impact of the radical right. It
explores a wide range of topics including reflections on authoritarianism and fascism, the role
of ideology and (counter-)intellectuals, and radical-right responses to the pandemic and calls
for police reform in the height of the Black Lives Matter protests. It ends with important
assessments on best approaches towards countering the radical right, both online and offline.
This timely overview provides a broad examination of the global radical right in 2020, which will
be useful for scholars, students, policymakers, journalists, and the public.
The first book to empower older women writing about erotic experiences in life, the bedroom,
and beyond With concrete tools for writing bawdy, fun, and empowering erotica, Aphrodite’s
Pen celebrates sexuality and creativity. The book includes approachable activities designed for
novice and seasoned writers and guides readers in creating saucy characters and plot,
sensual dialogue, poetry, memoir, and more. Author Stella Fosse, founder of the Elderotica
Writers group, offers games and fun writing exercises to spark your imagination. She also
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provides expert advice for creating a writing circle, getting published, and reading in public.
This is a handy manual to the delights of feet and footwear from Fetish Diva Midori. Includes *
A guide to the varieties of feet, boots and shoes, and those who love them * How to give
pleasure to feet * How to enjoy being the recipient of foot and shoe worship
Capturing the essence of life in great civilizations of the past, each volume in the
Sex scholarship has a long history in anthropology, from the studies of voyeuristic Victorian
gentlemen ethnographers, to more recent analyses of gay sex, transsexualism, and the newly
visible forms of contemporary sexuality in the West. The Anthropology of Sex draws on the
comparative field research of anthropologists to examine the relationship between sex as
identity, practice and experience. Sexual cultures vary enormously and, while often the topic of
tabloid titillation, they are more rarely subjected to strict cultural analysis. The Anthropology of
Sex is the first work to critically synthesise over a century of comparative expertise, knowledge
and understanding of diverse sexual forms. - Explores sexuality from diversity to perversity and
asks how diverse sexual practices are linked. - Probes the cultural and comparative context of
contemporary sexual practice and belief. - Examines the shaping of sex by global and
globalizing forces. The Anthropology of Sex will be key reading for undergraduate and
postgraduate courses in anthropology and related disciplines
Celeste gets a lot of satisfaction seeing others have their sexual fantasies fulfilled at her spa.
Unfortunately, her own sex life has been non-existent. Theo, her boyfriend and co-owner, has
been ignoring her for the temporary contractor building a new addition to the spa. As Celeste
watches the two men interact, she wonders if there's something deeper between them than
friendship, and decides to arrange an erotic interlude for all three of them to find out. This is the
sixth book in the Ecstasy Spa series and contains M/M interaction. Don't forget to "Look Inside
the Book" to get a sample of this story! Other Books in the Ecstasy Spa Series: Quick Fix
Aromatherapy Rub Down The Great Escape Pressure Point Ecstasy Spa: An Erotic Anthology,
Part I Ecstasy Spa: An Erotic Anthology, Part II
From the NYT and USA Today bestselling author of the Carnal Coed series comes a
workplace drama about an exclusive spa, and how one visit can change a person's views on
love and life. Jake longs to turn his friends-with-benefits relationship with Roxanne into
something deeper. As coworkers at the Ecstasy Spa, he knows it’s against their contracts to
be caught dating each other. Roxie seems content with keeping things the way they are, but he
dreams of one day taking her hand and leaving the promiscuity and madness of the spa
behind. Until then, he takes his frustrations out in his paintings, a secret hobby he has enjoyed
since he was a kid. Then one day someone buys one of his oils and commissions him for
some more work. Suddenly the dream of walking away is a reality. Now if only he can convince
flirty and fun Roxie to leave everything she has ever known and run away with him… Note: This
is a stand-alone story set in the Ecstasy Spa world.
‘After the historic student revolt in France a period of audacious creativity resulted. The
watchword was: “It is forbidden to forbid”. We took advantage of this transient cultural folly to
do what would have been impossible ten years before or ten years after, introducing in the
maternity unit of a state hospital an inflatable outdoor pool as a way to replace drugs during
birth.’ – from the Introduction In this groundbreaking book, Dr Odent takes as his starting point
the world-famous work on childbirth at Pithiviers, where he first noticed the strong attraction to
water that many women have during labour. As well as discovering the practical advantages of
water during the birthing process, he began to consider the meaning and importance of water
as a symbol. Water, Birth and Sexuality examines the living power of water and its erotic
connotations. Odent evaluates what water meant in different cultures throughout history,
through myths and legends, and what it means for us today: from an advertiser’s tool to a
metaphor for aspects of the psyche. He also studies humanity’s special relationship to
dolphins, and the related ‘aquatic ape’ theory. A practical section on the use of water during
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birth and in various therapies, particularly sex therapy, is included. This edition of this classic
work features a new Introduction.

Maddie Summers had no idea erotic resorts even existed. Until her best friend
tricked her into staying at one for a full week, that is. A little shy and very
conservative, Maddie is completely at a loss when she finds herself in the midst
of erotic spa treatments and naughty fitness classes. But the real trouble begins
when she meets Ash, her neighbor for the duration of her stay. Hot, sexy and
everything she's ever hoped for in a man, Maddie can't resist the temptation of a
vacation fling. Ash claims he wants more than a vacation romance, but given
their locale, Maddie doubts his motives, focusing instead on enjoying her stay, as
well as her resort hottie. But Ash has no intention of letting her walk away. In fact,
Ash wants everything Maddie has to give.
Musical accompaniment were jazzed up renditions that basically fit the art form
like a glove with a stylish beat that usually pounded out the action as the story
unfolded. The music set the mood and the audiences followed. Most of these
films would never reach America during the era, even though they were generally
aimed at the American film goers. The Actors who went to Italy and got involved
in these lucrative new genre spinoffs all enjoyed star status, recognition and glow
of the limelight that came with it. These are the Actors were talking about here.
Enjoy the entire bestselling series — now 50% off. Book 1: The Dinner Party Book
2: The Dark Room Book 3: Naked Yoga Book 4: Nude Cruise Book 5: Rush Hour
Book 6: The Girl Next Door Book 7: Girls' Camp Book 8: Wet Dream Book 9: The
Habit Book 10: Sex Machine Book 11: The Personal Trainer Book 12: The
Dominatrix Book 13: Webcam Chat Book 14: Paint Me Book 15: The Toy Party
Book 16: The Costume Party Book 17: Swedish Sauna Book 18: The Therapist
Book 19: Elevator Shaft Book 20: Ladyboy Book 21: Peep Show Book 22: The
Dare Book 23: Maid Service Book 24: The Hitchhiker Book 25: The Housesitter
Book 26: The Spa Book 27: Parlor Games Book 28: The Exchange Student Book
29: The Hostel Book 30: The Harem Book 31: The Orient Express Book 32: The
First Lady Book 33: The Slave Book 34: The Masseuse Book 35: Too Close for
Comfort Book 36: Naked Twister Book 37: Lexi – The Sex App Book 38: Call Girl
Book 39: Circle Jill Book 40: The Viewing Room Book 41: Spin the Bottle Book
42: The Polynesian Girl Jade's Erotic Adventures: Jade's Erotic Adventures is a
series of stories following the adventures of recent divorcée Jade, who embarks
on a journey of sexual reawakening when her passionless marriage dissolves.
Looking to expand her sexual horizons, she experiences one exciting escapade
after another with a bevy of new (male, female, and transgender) partners. Each
story is a standalone book that can be read in any order. Keywords: erotica,
lesbian erotica, bisexual erotica, voyeur erotica, public sex, short story, short
stories, sex stories, women's fiction, erotic massage, oral sex, erotica series, first
time lesbian, girl on girl, steamy romance, erotic romance, explicit sex, taboo,
kinky, masturbation, orgasm, seduction, asian, interracial, lesbian erotica, free
bisexual erotica, group sex, lesbian voyeur erotica, ff erotica, lesbian virgin,
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lesbian erotic fiction, erotic stories, couples erotica, erotica
This menage anthology contains the following stories from the Ecstasy Spa
series:The Great EscapePressure PointBy purchasing these stories together, you
save 12.5% over buying them separately!The Great EscapeGianni craves
attention from his Ecstasy Spa client, the feisty red-head Sienna, and loves how
responsive she is to his touch. He longs to make their relationship more
permanent, but there's a catch. His sometimes-lover Marco is home from his
business trip overseas, and wants in on the action. The thought of a threesome
sends Gianni's libido into overdrive. Sienna is wild in bed, but is she wild enough
to handle them both? What will Sienna think when she learns that Gianni and
Marco want to make this threesome last more than just one night?Pressure
PointWhen Blake and Drew ask Elsie to have some fun with them at the Ecstasy
Spa holiday party, she seizes the opportunity to forget about the pressures of her
job and personal life. She has always had a crush on both men and knows that
they are dating, so she expects nothing more than the one-night stand they offer
her. Blake and Drew have other plans however. Together the men fulfill her every
torrid dream, bringing her to heights she never thought possible. They want to
make their fling more permanent, but doing so could cost them all their jobs.
Should Elsie risk her livelihood for a chance to make her dreams come true.
This is the first systematic analysis of the relationship between representations of
'Germanness' in modernist British literature, the construction of English identity
and the negotiation of modernity. Major figures such as Conrad, Woolf and Ford
are examined alongside popular or less-familiar writers such as Saki and Stevie
Smith. Rau's book will be invaluable to scholars and will serve undergraduates
working in modernism, literary history, and European cultural relations.
The Handbook of Deviant Behavior presents a comprehensive, integrative, and
accessible overview of the contemporary body of knowledge in the field of social
deviance in the twenty-first century. This book addresses the full range of
scholarly concerns within this area – including theoretical, methodological, and
substantive issues – in over seventy original entries, written by an international
mix of recognized scholars. Each of these essays provides insight not only into
the historical and sociological evolution of the topic addressed, but also highlights
associated notable thinkers, research findings, and key published works for
further reference. As a whole, this Handbook undertakes an in depth evaluation
of the contemporary state of knowledge within the area of social deviance, and
beyond this considers future directions and concerns that will engage scholars in
the decades ahead. The inclusion of comparative and cross-cultural examples
and discussions, relevant case studies and other pedagogical features make this
book an invaluable learning tool for undergraduate and post graduate students in
disciplines such as criminology, mental health studies, criminal theory, and
contemporary sociology.
Un bel pomeriggio trascorso in una spa sul lago di Garda. Idromassaggio, sauna,
coccole e tanta passione. La voglia di conoscersi, assaporarsi, capirsi, ridere,
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confondersi in un abbraccio senza fine.
This spa gives new meaning to the term facials and massages... When Jade's best friend
invites her to a private women's spa, she gets more than they bargained for. Starting with a
relaxing couples massage, the two girls are shocked when they're greeted by two nude
masseuses. But it's not until they get to the rooftop pool that they realize this spa is much more
than a typical rejuvenation center. With beautiful naked women parading in and out of the
water, it's a feast for their eyes. Becoming increasingly aroused by the sight of everyone's
dripping bodies, Jade heads to the sauna to try to relax. But when she finds a pretty AfricanAmerican girl lounging in a provocative pose, one thing leads to another, and before long the
girls are enjoying a private tryst in the hot steam room. Join Jade as more and more of the
members become entwined in increasingly decadent encounters moving from one area of the
spa to the next...
Dumped by her boyfriend and down on her luck, Annabelle accepts her best friend's gift and
goes to the Ecstasy Spa for an afternoon of erotic escape. She expects the sex to be
mechanical and the staff to be more brawn than brains. She couldn't be more mistaken.
Instead of cold and clinical, Seth is everything she has ever wanted in a man. Smart and sexy,
it's easy to see why he is the most requested staff member at the spa. Together they embark
on a mind-blowing sexual journey of self-discovery that takes them both to heights neither
thought possible. As physical attraction turns into something deeper, Annabelle wonders if she
should risk going against spa policy to see if the “quick fix” she ordered can be changed into
something more permanent. Other Books in the Ecstasy Spa Series: Quick Fix Aromatherapy
Rub Down The Great Escape Pressure Point Mind and BodyHydrotherapyEcstasy Spa: An
Erotic Anthology, Part I Ecstasy Spa: An Erotic Anthology, Part II
The Manitoba Law Journal (MLJ) is a peer-reviewed journal founded in 1961. The MLJ's
current mission is to provide lively, independent and high calibre commentary on legal events
in Manitoba or events of special interest to our community.The MLJ aims to bring diverse and
multidisciplinary perspectives to the issues it studies, drawing on authors from Manitoba,
Canada and beyond. Its studies are intended to contribute to understanding and reform not
only in our community, but around the world. As part of our commitment to you, our team is
pleased to announce the release of Canada’s premier publication on “Project Osage,” an
inter-agency security operation that executed the largest terrorism-related sting in Canadian
history. Canadian Terror: Multi-Disciplinary Perspectives on the Toronto 18 Terrorism Trials
engages a multidisciplinary perspective that unites criminological, legal, and security analyses
to consider the processes, as well as the shortcomings, involved in investigating and
prosecuting terrorism in Canada. We are honoured that Canadian Terror is edited and coauthored by prominent Canadian academics
One of the most important writers and thinkers of the Renaissance, Michel de Montaigne
(1533–92) helped invent a literary genre that seemed more modern than anything that had
come before. But did he do it, as he suggests in his Essays, by retreating to his chateau and
stoically detaching himself from his violent times? Philippe Desan overturns this long standing
myth by showing that Montaigne was constantly connected to and concerned with realizing his
political ambitions—and that the literary and philosophical character of the Essays largely
depends on them. Desan shows how Montaigne conceived of each edition of the Essays as an
indispensable prerequisite to the next stage of his public career. It was only after his political
failure that Montaigne took refuge in literature, and even then it was his political experience
that enabled him to find the right tone for his genre. The most comprehensive and authoritative
biography of Montaigne yet written, this sweeping narrative offers a fascinating new picture of
his life and work.
And ultimately shows how the premier vacation of an era made and was made by the
bourgeoisie.
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From the NYT and USA Today bestselling of the Carnal Coed series comes a workplace
drama about an exclusive spa, and how one visit can change a person's views on love and life.
Gianni craves attention from his Ecstasy Spa client, the feisty red-head Sienna, and loves how
responsive she is to his touch. He longs to make their relationship more permanent, but
there’s a catch. His sometimes-lover Marco is home from his business trip overseas and
wants in on the action. The thought of a threesome sends Gianni’s libido into overdrive.
Sienna is wild in bed, but is she wild enough to handle them both? What will Sienna think when
she learns that Gianni and Marco want to make this threesome last more than just one night?
Note: This is a stand-alone story set in the Ecstasy Spa world.
From the NYT and USA Today bestselling author of the Carnal Coed series comes a
workplace drama about an exclusive spa, and how one visit can change a person's views on
love and life. When Ian shows up at the Ecstasy Spa to take his new girlfriend out for her
birthday, he learns that she has been selling more than massages to pay her rent. At first he’s
enraged, then he’s intrigued. What does she do with those men and her little bottles of
scented oils? Would she do the same for him? Could he convince her to do those things for
him exclusively? Note: This book is a stand-alone story set in the Ecstasy Spa world.

This spa gives new meaning to the term facials and massages… When Jade’s
best friend invites her to a private women’s spa, she gets more than they
bargained for. Starting with a relaxing couples massage, the two girls are
shocked when they’re greeted by two nude masseuses. But it’s not until they
get to the rooftop pool that they realize this spa is much more than a typical
rejuvenation center. With beautiful naked women parading in and out of the
water, it’s a feast for their eyes. Becoming increasingly aroused by the sight of
everyone’s dripping bodies, Jade heads to the sauna to try to relax. But when
she finds a pretty African-American girl lounging in a provocative pose, one thing
leads to another, and before long the girls are enjoying a private tryst in the hot
steam room. Join Jade as more and more of the members become entwined in
increasingly decadent encounters moving from one area of the spa to the next...
Southern California. Today. Jewels Martin . . . Beneath the stylish clothes, the
flowing hair, and the beautiful lean body beats the heart of a tiger. And on rare
special occasions, she’d let the tiger out of its cage. Today was one of those
days. “I’m Jewels,” she said, gracefully closing the distance between them and
extending her hand. Taking it, he offered, “I’m Todd Windham.” She liked what
she saw. He had clear eyes, a firm jaw, and was clean shaven. He was slightly
greying but had a full head of neatly trimmed hair – early fifties, slight build,
almost athletic looking. She smiled as their eyes met, thinking to herself this
might be fun. Innocence, passion, and betrayal . . . Having paid a precious price,
the elites now know it requires considerably more than just having the
president’s DNA on a blue dress. An expensive lesson they will never forget, nor
ever repeat. A story of manipulation, wealth, power, and sex. The oldest
profession in the world elevated to new heights; alive and well just below the
surface, from the streets of Newport Beach to the hallowed halls of the White
House itself. With organized escort services subtly working the waterfront, the
NBPD has its hands full. But it’s not until the FBI shows up that things take an
unexpected turn, with the very foundation of America’s financial system hanging
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in the balance, as layer after layer of The Spa is unveiled. To say the business of
pleasure is alive and flourishing would be an understatement. Normalcy bias
makes this scenario inconceivable, and even though the facts are all there in the
history books, perhaps shrouded through the mists of time, but none-the-less
available for anyone to read. Knowledge is one thing, as is power, money and
sexuality. It is what one does with them that determines one’s destiny.
This book steers black sexual politics toward a more sex-positive trajectory,
navigating the uncharted spaces where social constructionism, third-wave
feminism, and black popular culture collide to locate a new site for sexuality
studies that is theoretically innovative, politically subversive, and stylistically chic.
Jake longs to turn his friends-with-benefits relationship with Roxanne into
something deeper. As coworkers at the Ecstasy Spa, he knows that it's against
their contracts to be caught dating each other. Roxie seems content with keeping
things the way they are, but he dreams of one day taking her hand and leaving
the promiscuity and madness of the spa behind. Until then, he takes his
frustrations out in his paintings, a secret hobby he has enjoyed since he was a
kid. Then one day someone buys one of his oils and commissions him for some
more. Suddenly the dream of walking away is a reality. Now if only he can
convince the flirty and fun Roxie to leave everything she has ever known and run
away with him... Don't forget to "Look Inside the Book" to get a sample of this
story! Other Books in the Ecstasy Spa Series: Quick Fix Aromatherapy Rub
Down The Great Escape Pressure Point Ecstasy Spa: An Erotic Anthology, Part I
Ecstasy Spa: An Erotic Anthology, Part II
With the purchase of this book comes another 31 FREE Books! Yes, that's
correct -- right NOW you will gain instant download access (link to website given
inside the book) to 31 additional great books (erotica and romance, 10 of them
not available for purchase anywhere) so with the purchase of this book you will
actually get 32 Books for the Price of One -- with plenty more to come! "Michael's
hand moved lower and he reached inside her panties; he flexed a palm against
her sex and Cheryl let out a tiny gasp as she felt a rippling wave of heat radiate
out from her core. With his other hand, he took Cheryl's hand away from his
crotch and lifted her fingers to his lips, sucking on them gently while he dipped
his other hand into her dripping-wet cleft." - Book Synopsis - Cheryl's a busy
office drone who's stuck in a rut; after two years of living with her handsome,
caring boyfriend Jim, she's bored, starved for attnetion, and horny... Tempting
her to reciprocate when cute, available, interested coworker, Derek, shows an
interest. But it isn't until Cheryl takes a "mental health day" off from work that she
realizes just how hard-up she's become; visited by vivid, lurid fantasies about her
massage therapist, Michael, and then her hair stylist, Kiki, she begins to
understand that her dreams of sensual fulfilment, long deferred, could have dire
consequences in the here and now. - End of Book Synopsis - Now please don't
expect some table-thumping blockbuster that will end up unread and gathering
dust on your virtual bookshelf - this is a sizzling erotic short story that will have
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you flipping over the pages in feverish anticipation. WARNING: This story is
intended for ADULT female readers 18 years of age or older. It contains explicit
language and graphic sexual content.
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